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A Series of Unfortunate Events 

The Facts 
Clarkdon Engineers, a firm specializing in forensic 
engineering, were hired by Mr. Reid to provide verification 
services to determine whether or not the air bag in his car 
deployed correctly during an accident. The information 
provided by Clarkdon Engineers was to support the victim’s 
products liability claim against a large car manufacturer. 
They took possession of Mr. Reid’s car, steering wheel and 
airbag in order to perfrom their investigation.

After completing their investigation, they stored the 
evidence in the basement of their building. Later that 
month during a major hurricane, a nearby storm drain 
failed causing a flood in the basement storage area. 

Clarkdon Engineers had previously reported the storm 
drain as faulty to the local utility company, but no action 
had been taken to fix the drain and no follow up was made 
by Clarkdon Engineers. When the flood waters receded, 
they hired a cleaning crew to clean the basement and a 
member of the crew mistakenly threw out the steering 
wheel and airbag during the cleaning process. Clarkdon 
Engineers did not discover the error until the car 
manufacturer requested the evidence in order to prepare 
their case. 

The Result 
The car manufacturer filed for a motion of summary 
judgment due to spoilage of evidence. Clarkdon Engineers 
presented the report they had prepared during their 
investigation indicating that the sensors - not the air bag - 
failed. The sensors were still available in the car however, 
without all of the evidence available to the defense, 
the report was not accepted. The motion was granted. 
Clarkdon Engineers were subsequently sued by their 
client, Mr. Reid and the case settled for $450,000 in Mr. 
Reid’s favor. 

 

RISK FACTOR #1 

Stored evidence should be kept in a proper location where little 
risk of damage exists.   

RISK FACTOR #2  

The cleaning crew should have been supervised during the clean 
up. 

 
Visit victorinsuranceus.com/construction for more information or contact a Design & Construction underwriter at (301) 961-9800 or 
design.us@victorinsurance.com.
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